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Designed to help you inject modern, contemporary looks in to your next modern script, this editable material pack with 12 categories will take your material game to the next level. All are fully editable and you can set your own brushes and colors. The Greyscalegorilla Modern Surface Material Collection takes you beyond the regular surface
collection. Almost all of the materials in this collection can be customized to fit nearly any font face, add a little grunge, or make even the most structured materials look like they were hand painted. The final results look so good, they could easily pass for hand painted pieces. Endless possibilities this collection gives you. With over 600 high-
quality materials, all materials can be easily customized in order to fit any and all typefaces. Let's face it: No material in the world comes with a 1-size-fits-all set of colors. Fuse the materials with your own color choices and bring them to life. And since they are technically “editable”, you can use them as is or modify them to suit your own
projects. The Greyscalegorilla Surface Material collection offers artists a one stop shop for all of their different surface needs. In addition to the 128 materials, the package comes with 6 high resolution templates for use as reference in creating your own materials. Finally, the in-house created publication tool lets you conveniently add your
custom made materials to a folder structure that allows you to separate the different project types. The material folders also separate them into the different categories and sub-categories, which make it easy to find exactly what you’re looking for in a matter of seconds.

Greyscalegorrilla Modern Surface Material Collection Octane

CINEMA 4D RENDER Engine — Arnold — Paint Tool Sai — Octane — • Lightweight — • Perfect for architects, engineers and architecture students — • Ideal for Game Designers — • Color curves, paint tool Sai, copy, paste colors • Fully documented • Tiles and sceneable materials, with all the colors included and Articulated properly Because
lighting metal has particular challenges, these metals come with a new set of Pro Studio Metals HDRIs to light scenes. The 65 light maps reflect off the metal surfaces and accentuate their beauty. To prevent the surfaces from looking too perfect, a new addition to the Surface Imperfections Collection, called Crust, layers on grit and grime,
and can be used in any renderer. Finally, a Neon Material Collection is now available as well, to add an imperfect, uneven but realistic, radiant glow. greyscalegorilla.com creating stunning mid-century set designs for all projects. The Surfaces Collection was designed to assist the creation of inspiring worlds for Arnold, Octane, and Redshift,
and includes materials for mixing, matching, spacing, and customizing. Containing 11 material categories and over 50 templates, the Surfaces Collection is a must-have when beginning your project. Included with your purchase of the Surfaces Collection is an exclusive set of tutorials teaching you advanced methods for randomizing colors

and patterns, tweaking ceramics and metals, and custom user data. 5ec8ef588b
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